Applications Invited
Applications are invited for Entrance Examination for Admission to the Post-Graduate programmes in Teaching Departments of the University.

Last Date for Online Application: **11-05-2022**
Dates of Examination: **30-05-2022 to 05-06-2022**
Examination Centres: Thiruvananthapuram, Ernakulam and Kozhikode (Kerala)
Download Prospectus & Apply online: https://admissions.keralauniversity.ac.in/css2022/

**PG PROGRAMMES**

**M.A. (Master of Arts):** Arabic Language and Literature, Archaeology, Economics, English Language and Literature, German Language and Literature, Hindi Language and Literature, History, Islamic History, Linguistics, Malayalam Language and Literature, Malayala Sahithyavum Kerala Padanangalum, Music, Philosophy, Political Science, Public Administration, Politics, International Relations and Diplomacy, Russian Language and Literature, Sanskrit General Language and Literature, Sociology, Tamil Language and Literature, West Asian Studies.

**M.Sc. (Master of Science):** Actuarial Science, Applied Psychology, Aquatic Biology and Fisheries, Applied Aquaculture, Biochemistry, Botany with specialization in Biodiversity Conservation, Biotechnology, Chemistry, Chemistry with Specialization in Renewable Energy, Computational Biology with Specialization in Machine Learning, Computational Biology with Specialization in Computer Aided Drug Design, Computational Biology with Specialization in NGS Data Analytics, Computer Science, Computer Science with Specialization in Artificial Intelligence, Data Science, Demography & Biostatistics, Environmental Sciences, Climate Change and Disaster Management, Geology, Genetics & Plant Breeding, Integrative Biology (Zoology), Mathematics, Mathematics with specialization in Finance and Computation, Physics with specialization in Applied Electronics, Physics (specialization in Applied Electronics, Physics (Specialization in Nanoscience), Physics (Specialization in Space Physics, Physics (Specialization in Renewable Energy), Statistics, Applied Statistics and Data Analytics, Zoology (Pure & Applied)).

**New Programmes:** M.Sc Electronics (Optoelectronics), M.Sc Electronics (Artificial Intelligence); M. Tech. (Master of Technology): Computer Science with specialization in Digital Image Computing, Technology Management, Electronics & Communication (Optoelectronics & Optical Communication) (AACTE approved); MCJ (Master of Communication and Journalism); MSW (Master of Social Work); LLM (Master of Laws); M.Ed (Master of Education); M.Com Finance and Accounting, M.Com (Global Business Operations), M.Com Rural Management, M.Com Blue Economy and Maritime Law; MLISc. (Master of Library and Information Science); MBA (General), MBA (Travel and Tourism) and MBA (Evening-Regular) - see separate notification in the admission portal.

For More Information, Contact: CSS Office, University of Kerala, Karyavattom P.O., Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India 695 581 | +91 471 2308328 | email: css.keralauniversity@gmail.com
http://css.keralauniversity.ac.in/ (for prospectus, model question papers and other details)